Sprachen (Vienna: Paul Neff Verlag, 1957) is the history of the decipherment of ancient scripts; and it ranges from the Rosetta Stone to the yet undeciphered Etruscan, Indus, and Easter Island inscriptions. Well illustrated and fully documented with references to the basic monographs and articles in scholarly journals, Doblhofer's text is nevertheless in a light, almost journalistic style. He deals not only with the language of peoples who developed a high level of culture, but also with the languages and scripts of more primitive civilizations. As a text for courses in the history of books and writing, Zeichen und Wunder deserves a high place on the reading lists. At the same time, however, the rapid advances being made in many fields covered by this book suggest the need for frequent revision of this book.
HISTORY OF WRITING
The definitive general work on the history of writing is Marcel Cohen's La grande invention de I'ecriture et son evolution (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1958; 3 v.) . The first volume is the text proper, the second the notes, bibliography, and index, and the third a carefully selected portfolio of plates. The authority of the author, one of the half dozen greatest living linguists, is beyond question. He has spent over twenty years on the project, and the final product reflects a full maturity of scholarship. This work is a logical complement to Cohen's famous joint work with Alphonse Meillet, Les langues du monde (2d ed., 1952) , and it has the same broad and comprehensive coverage. Cohen traces the origins of writing, using the most recent scholarship, and he covers all recorded written languages and their peculiar vehicles. Crafts School in Weimar, and had personally created some of the most remarkable original designs of bindings to be found in twentiethcentury Germany. Eckhardt's narrative is primarily biographical, but there are many worthwhile glimpses into the well-springs of Dorfner's genius. The thirty-two plates are halftones printed letterpress, and they bring out the details of Dorfner's craftsmanship effectively.
DANISH BOOK PRODUCTION
The superior quality of Danish books suggests, inter alia, the existence of superior training facilities in the book production industry and of good textbooks. One such manual which has received insufficient attention abroad is Otto Andersen's Boghaand- "Books Are for Reading," a speech by Paul Bixler at the Burma-American Institute, Rangoon, Burma, has been printed as a pamphlet. The ACRL office will fill requests for copies as long as its limited supply lasts. Mr. Bixler has been on leave from Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, since the summer of 1958 as Library Adviser to the Social Science Library of the University of Rangoon. He returns to Antioch this month.
